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Abstract: Given an H-closed extension Y of a Hausdorff spaccir X, there i; a unique con~~~~uous 
surjectton from the Kat&g extension aIf X to Y which ieakes X ~~ointwise Iixed. The equivatence 
relations on the Katetov extension induced by such functions, as Y ranges over the ccbllection of 
H-closed extensions of X, sre characterized in this paper. A, .a: necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions are given for two H-ciosed extensions to induce the same equivalence relation on the Kat&ov 
extension. 
A cardinaiity argument, in conjunction with the above k.ieas, is used to show that th sat of 
H-closed extensions of X cannot, in general, be characterized in terms of a set of relations on tlje 
set of subsets of X (such as proximity-like structures), nor by a set of collections of relations on 
X (such as uriformiike structures). 
For a given nonempty collection of H-closed extensions of X. the construction of ;m.M-clos;ed 
extension ci X which is a supremum, in the prejeetively large sense, of the given coUect.Ion is 
sketched. Constructions are given for projective. maximum and minimal elements of tne set of 
H-closed extensrons of X inducbg the same equivalence relation on the Katstov extension 07 A’. 
An cxampIe 3hows that there is not necessarily aprojective minimum element in this set. 
Those Hausdorff spaces for which the Katgtov and Fomi; extensions are the same are chsr- 
acterized as Iht>se with finite covers of almost H-closed subspaces. 
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This papet- rovides a glim se irlto the internal structure of the set of 
H-closed extensiom of a given Hausdor :T spsce by characterizing which 
equivalen c -eiations on the Kataitov extension are induced by H-closed 
extensions c f the space (the equivalence relation nnd 
he set of ordered pairs of points 
ion is the unique continuous surjection k0 
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Etov extension to the -closed extension wh 
space fixed). It is well known that the set of compact 
tensions of a given completely regular 
ized by a set of relations (ca prox imi tizs) 
space or by a set of collecti f relations (c 
space; in Section 2 it is shown that the set of 
given Hausdorff space can not be characterize 
on thz space. Further, it is shown that the m 
[6] cannot, in general, yield the set of all H-clos 
space. 
In Section 3, some nel_=essary nd sufficient c ditions are given for 
two H-closed extensions of the same space to i ce the same equiva- 
lence rela ton ‘on the at&tov extension. In particular9 it is shown t 
two H-closed extensions with the same neighborhood filter traces ( 
may not bc the same, as they must be in the compact Hausdorff e 
sion casej induce the same equivaie ice relation on the Katetov exten- 
sion even. tkough the converse is not necessarily true. In Section 4, t 
Hausdorff :;paces in which the Kate! tov and Fomin extensions are the 
same are cl aracterized. 
Throughout the paper, X will denote a ausdorff space. The serW- 
regulardzatim of X, denoted by X,, is the ace whose set is the set of 
X plus the 1opology generated by the open basis Cint(c! U): U open in 
X) (see [ 5, p. 1381). X is semiregular if X = X,; X, is semiregular. 
A filter (sesp. filter base) in the lattice of open 
fiiter (resp. s)pen filter base) 011 X. A maximal (w 
elusion) element in the collection of open filters is an open ultrafilter. 
The set of open neighborhoods of a subset A C X is an open fi 
deno-ed %4 ; if A = (x} for x E X, t n 31A is tibbreviated to 
adherence o? an open filter base 57, cl(F), is denote my a( 3 
open filter base is fixed (resp. jke) if u( 5~ ) # (8 (resp. a( F ) = (b). 
A space Y is an extensiofa o if X is a dense subspace of os- 
sesses some lopological prope P, lhcn Y is a P-ek tension 0 Y 
be a Hausdorff extension of r 1/ E I’, QY (sometimes written as 
0;) clenotes { U n X: y E U, U open ill Y) ; { 
neighborhood Jilter trace of Y on X (sc>pe 13 1). 
on X! and for x E X, Ox = %,. For an open subset U of X, let caU denote 
{J-E Y: UE0-t’ he sets {Uu {u): 
open in X) form 
E noted by Y+ and 
Ptes, c. vo ta w, dosed extet~siot~s I 213 
resp. Y) is co 
Y+ and Y# ar 
larger than an extension Y of X, 
surjectionf’ : Z + Y that leaves 
X. Two extensions Y and Z of 
ve to X )) if thttre is 
wise fixed. It frsllows 
that the class of Hausdorff extensions, via this identification, is a set and 
“projectively larger’” is a partial ordering on the set of ausdorff A:xten 
sions of X. In a class C of extensions of X, 2 is a projectiw maxitmm 
(resp. p@ectiije rilinil?Wlt) if Z E t: and for Y E cf ,Z 2 Y (, 9. Y 2 Z). 
Similarly, projective rrtasim-d and pojertiw rniuinzal are defin : 
X is H-cfosecl if X is closed in every tiausdorff space in whic?l ii is em- 
bedded or, equivalently, if every open filter is fixed (cf. [ 5, p. E 451). 
Let 
X’ = X U {Cu :2 is a free open ultrafilter on X). 
For each open subset U of X, let 
0,=Uu(?CEX*\X: UP-U). 
X* with the topology generated by the open basis (0, : U open in X) 
is a -closed extension [7] of X denoted by uX and called the Fomin 
extension of X; X* with the topology generated by the open basis {U: 
Uopeni.nX)u(Uu{V}: UopeninX, WE%!, %EX*\.X}isanH-closed 
extension [ ? 3 ] of X denoted by K X and called the Kathw ex tensim of 
X. It easily follows that for an open subset UofX, 0, =oU, cornputedre- 
ve to either extension KX or OX of X, and tha.t for ?c E X* \X, % = 02, 
in computed relative to either extension. Also, for x E X, x and Ox are 
identified; in partkular, the statement “WE x” simply means that UE Ox. 
facts will be used in the sequel. 
. ‘I. Let Y be an extensim of X. Then jbr a/l opm subset V of Y: 
0(Vn X)= Vn X; 
0(Vn X)c: dl,(v X) = cly(~O 
Cc.) inty &f(V) = inty cly n X) =o(intx cl# (1 X)). 
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(a) Q(iJltly Clx( x clx(U) u ou; 
(b)cly(Uj = cly(U) u o(U). 
1.5 [ 131. .h an H-closeLI spud’e, the c/owe of art opei-l set is H-closed. 
1.7 [ 1 1,l ;‘I. For each H-chsed exteusiorz Y of X, there is a mkpe con- 
thtrotis fwzctiori jb~n rd orito Y t/kit /eaves X pohtrvise fixed. 
Let & (resp. (St+, etimes writ ten as (X) (resp. SC’(X), 
W”(X)), r,lenote the set of -closed extensions (resp. simple Pi-c 
e:utensions, trict H-cl0 nsiolls) of X. The unique continuous 
function describe6 in 1.7 for Y E 91 is called the Kat&!tov jitnctim of Y 
ma denoted by [I y; let RY denote the equivalence relation ((s,t)l: 
y+) = py~ t)) on K X. The partition {R,(s): s K X ) is denotecl by P,. 
Clearly7 for .\1 E A’, Ry(x) = (x}. 
The authors wish to hmk the referee for hi 
For an P.!-&sed extension Y of X, the Kathov function /my : K X -+ Y 
is defined by I;.~(.u) = AT i’or .‘lr’ E X, anId 
0-J’ C z for 2 E KX’, X, and tj 
RY(z) = j+; (/I&)) for 2 E K 
open fil te 
such that 
such l-hat R = 
G. jkee open filter on X, and if 
he discussion preceding the theorem, 
o easily proven facts, (1) for A C, KX, Cn, n X = 
for an open filter 9 on <X, aKX ( T n X) ;= aKX(S ) and a 
{z 65 h X‘. X: 5? n X C, .:}, it follows that aKx(inRcr,) = 
that 
R(t’))\x = {Z E KX\X: 
these results lead te the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). Now, suppose R sa- 
tisfies (A; IC show (i), let Y(R) be the quotient space K X \X. The 
*:opo gy on )‘(R ) is generated by the open basis 
{u U {Ri:.‘)}: ye KX, UE f’IR(y)). 
By identifying the points x E X with {.Cj E Y(R), it is clear that Y(R) 
is a simple extension of X. Since X is open in Y(R)? distinct points in X 
can be separated by disjoint open neighborhoods in Y(R)_ By the first 
condition of (ii) for y E KX \ X, R(y) is frc e; thus, a poi:tlt s E X and 
7) F Y(R) can be s arated by disjoint open neighborhoods. 
oir ts R(y) and R(z), wl-ere y,z E KX\ X, the second con- 
dition of (ii) implies tht: existence o MEnR(y) VE 
U n V = Q since otherwise (fIR( y)} u (nR(z)) C_ w for some 
KX\X; thus lJ U {R(y)) and k/ U {R(z)} are disjoint open neigh- 
rhoods of R( y) and R(z), respectively. This shows that Y(R) is Haus- 
dorff. Since Y(R) is a Hausdurff quotient of an H-closed space, Y(R) is 
H-closed. Also, the quotient function from KX to Y(R) is’ precisely the 
Katetov function /‘Y(RI of Y<R,I implying R = R,(,,,. 
ient syace Y(R) as constructed in Theorem 2.. 1 is called the 
sion corresponding to R. Let A be a co1I:cztion of open fil- 
n a space Y. Then a subset B !g A is called A-saturated or merely 
n eq ciwlencc. relation 
R on KX satisfying the first (resp. second) condition of Theorem 2.1 (ii) 
is called a free (resp. saturated) equivulence relation on K X. 
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Y of X, the unique continuous function from PX t 
pointwise fix& induces an equivalence relatio 
valence relations R on PX, where R(x) = {x} for s 
induced by some ausdorff compactification of 
t?aat yi mi-continuous decompositi 
is well that every compactificatio 
X is a quotient of’ OX. On the other hand, rrot e 
of a Hausdorff space X is a quotient of fc X eve 
extension Y of X, Y(&) is a quotient of KX. 
mark 2.3. Let 0 br: I! collection of H-closed extensions of 
e product of the H4oseci extensions in 0, ParoviC!enko [ 1 
sho:tin the existence of a supremum of 0 relative to the partia 
ing induced by “i>rojectively large The same resu can be obtained 
by using the equivaler ce relations H-closed exten- 
sions in 0. It is not d:fficult to chec 
Theorem 2.1 (ii). For each Y E 0 , t 
j’b : Y(R) -+ Y that leaves X pointwise fixed. Let 2 denote Y(R) with the 
initial topology induced by Cr,: Y E 0 ). It is straightforward to verify 
that Z is an H-closed extensi lich is a suprcmu~-fl o  0. 
ijection between the set of proximities (or totally bounded 
uniformities) compatible with a Tychonoff space and the Hausdorff com- 
pactifications of t le space. Thus, a natural approach to the problem of 
determining the s t of H-closed ex ensions of X is to consider modifica- 
tions of the proximity axioms. That this is impossible is a consequence 
of the next theorem. 
pose 
is ari open ultrafilter, so 
ow follows from the 
nonempty finite sub- 
is free and saturated. and (2) on a set of cardinality m there 
For a discrete space X, the cardinality of the se: of Haus- 
tions of X is no greater than card 9 ( P(X); ,-ince a 
ion on the set of subsets of X. Also, it is -&Ural to in- 
e equivalence relations RY , where Y E 9t, arise fro-n 
Hausdorff compa’-‘tifications of X. Recall that for a discrete space X, 
‘heorem lo] ) and that aX and K X have the same un- 
mark 2.2, it follows that an equivalence relation RY 
arises from a Hau:C! Drff compactification precisely when Ry is an upper 
semi-continuous decomposition of 0X. 
Alexandroff [ 1 ] I*emarked that no method of systematically deter- 
mining the H-cllos~d extensions of a Hausdorff space had been found. 
The above results show that any attempt at such a determination must 
involve something more complicated than a simple modification of the 
proximity axioms or their equivalents, e.g., quasiproximities. 
Note that a czrdinality argument also shows that Flachsmeyer’s me- 
thods [ 61 in general do not yield all of Bc. That is, Flachsmeyes’s me- 
thods yield no more than carci 9 (9 (X)) H-closed extensions of X 
since the cardinalit:, of the set of open bases of X is no greater than 
card 9 (9 (X)). 
3. uivalence relations on 91 
0ne of the methods tnat can be used to study is to study 9:“. Two 
members Y and Z of are defined to be S-equiv nt if If* = 2”. The 
next theorem lists some conditions that are equivale!nt to being S-equi- 
valen t (cf. [ 31); the proof is straightforward and hence omitted, 
core The following are equivalenl. 
(i) Y is S-equivakn t to 2. 
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(ii) Y+ = z+. 
(iii) =(OP: p3 E Y} = {CW p E 2). 
(iv) Y + > .Z > Y#. 
he freedor) df choice of topological 
yield the same neighborhood filter trace 
(but not a complete) so tion to the pro 
tematic method of ob! ing one repres 
ec@valence ciasses of W, e.g., obtainin 
Corollary 3.2. 4,et X be an infinite discrete space. Then the cardkality 
of the set of S-equivalence classes of is 110 less thajl card 9 ( 
roof. The proof follows from Theo&m 3.1 an the fact that the exten- 
sions constructed in Theorem 2.4 are simple extensions. 
Let 8 denott the set of all free open filters on X. A subset r 5. 0 is a 
sepmzted subset of 8 if 9) TV E r with 5F # $j impiy that there exist 
disjoint elements F E ‘3 and G E 9 . The set of sl.bse&s of 8 is p 
ordered by set inclusion, and y use of Zorn’s Lemma it is easy to verify 
that each subs: t of 8 and eacl 9 E 8 is contained in a maximal separated 
subset of 0. This concept leads to a description of the nei h borhood fil- 
ter traces of the H-closed extensions of X. Let T denote the set of all 
ated subsets of 8. Then it is readily verified that the set of 
filter traces of 911 is precisely the set 
While this ic a valid characterization of the set of S-equivalence classes 
of ies ou collections of open filters which are not “independent- 
ly” dkfined. Ivanov [ 121 has described a method of obtaini 
a method of obtaining al the neighborhood filter traces 
r&es on sets of open covers possessin 
he set of open ultrafilters on X. 
q kalence relation on 
(v), pyl (y) = Ry(z) = R(z), where py 
fine II : Y(R) --f 7’ by h(x) = x for 
s E X, and ?@2(z)) = py (z) for z E KX \X. Then J is a bijection. %nce 
Y(R) has the quotient topology induced by y(J, ) and 11 0 /)y(RJ = i+ , 
then /I is coutinuous. 
oof. By 1 A, Y, is H-closed. ‘,_l’ncrt ina, clx( W n ?:) = ‘in+ cl* (17) n X 
for each open set in Y, Ys is 2-1 extznsron of Xs; ti! is completes the proof 
(i). The fact that t, o+ =gy o t on X, a dense su bspace of KX, implies 
(ii). 
A function f : Y -+ 2 is &mntirztrous if for each 3: E Y and open set V 
c3n Llining f’( JI), there i.; an open set U of ~7 such that f(cl C) C, cl V. If 
J is a O-continuous bijection and f-1 is O-continuous, thzn .f is a 8 -~2omr90- 
morphism. Suppose Y and Z are extensions of X; a O-homeomorphism 
f : Y -+ 2 that leaves X pointwise fixed is called a 8 -iso~20~~~~ztsm. 
3.5, Let Y and Z E W ThefbIlowing are equivalent. 
c i) Y is R-ey uivalent to Z. 
Z, (OS extensions of X,). 
y) > Z, and there is a corztirzuous bijection from Z to (Y(R,)O, 
t/la/ leaves X point wise fixed. 
( iv) ?%f)ve is a W Sk! and continuous hijec ticrns from 91;’ to Y arzd fkonz 
tt3 Z which 11 ‘ave pain Wise fixed. 
Cv) Y i:; 0-iscrrlaorphic to Z. 
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Proof, By [ 19, Theorem 31, (ii) and (v) are equivalent. 
(i) * (iii). By Lemma 3.3, there is a continuous bijection from Y(Rr) L 
onto Z that leaves X pointwise fixed. So there is an H-closed space 
Y(&) which is the underlying set of Y&) plus a coarser topology 
such that Y(R,)’ = 2 (as extensions of X). To show the existence of a 
bijection from 2 onto (Y(R,)), that leaves X pointwise fixed, it suffices 
to show that the topology of (Y(R& is coarser t Ian the topology of 
Y(&)‘, which is immediate by 1.6. 
(iii) * (iv). Let f : Y&) + 2 be a continuous subjection and g : 2 -+ 
(Y(R& a continuous bijection that leaves X pointwise fixed. Since 
gof’is the identity function on the dense subspace X of Y&),gof is 
the identity l’ilnction on Y(&). So f is a bijection. By Lemma 3.3, there 
is a continuous bijection from Y(&) onto Y that leaves X pointwise 
fixed. 
(iv) * (i). Let J.+,, aild pV be the Kate tov functions of W and Y, resuect- 
ively, and let h : W* 
_ 
+ Y be* a continuous bijection that leaves X pointwise 
fixed. By the. uniqueness of try, yy = I’o/+. Since Ir is a bijection, 
RIr = RW . Similarly, R, = R, ; so Y and 2 are R-equivalent. 
(iii) * (ii). By the proof of (iii) * (iv) there is a continuous bijection 
from Y(Ry) on to 2 that Ieaves X poin twise fixed. So there is a space 
Y(Ry)' with the underlying set as Y(Ry) such that Y(R”)’ = Z (as exten- 
sions of X) 8nd the topology of Y(Ry)’ is coarser than the topology of 
Y(Rv). Since Y(Ry)’ is Hausdorff., it follows by 1 .(;I that ( Y(Ry)‘), = 
Y(R& Thus, Y(R& = 2, (as extensions of X,). A similar argument 
using Lemma 3.3 vieltis that Y(R,), = Y, (as extensions of X,). 
(ii) * (i). Let lr be the homeomorphism from Y. onto Z, that leaves 
J& gaintwise fixed. (i) follows from the commutativity of the following 
diagram (the functions are defined in Lemma 3.4 (ii)): 
By Theorem 3.5, the R-equivalence classes of &I coincide with the 
O-isomorphism classes of $2’. Also, by Theorem 3.1 (ii) and Theorem 3.5 
(iv), S-equivalent extensions c al-9 a]scG ?-isomorpl~ic; lie converse is 
false, in general, as shown b!l 
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Flachsmeyer [61 has constructed, for each n-basis 9J on a space X, 
closed extensions denoted as rB X, r’* X, Of X and o& X. Each of 
se extensions is the continuous bijective image of TV X; so, b_~ Theo- 
r-m 3.5 (iii), these four extensions are &isomorphic. in [ 161, Porter 
cflwacterizes all the nonisomorphic one-point H-closed ,x tensions of a 
locally H-closed space and hence all the efcments of the &isomorphism 
c?ass containing a one-point H-closed extension (clearly, one-point H- 
closed extensions induce the same partition on KIT). 
Let Y E BI. Then Yt is a projective maximum and Y* is a project,ve 
minimum in the S-ecjuivalence class containing Y. Y&) is a projective 
maximum in the &ic~morphism class containing Y as shown by Lemma 
3.3 and Theorem 3.5. A natural question then is whether or not there 
is a projective minimum or projective minimal element in the 8 -isomer- 
phism class con::aining Y. As indicated in the proof of Theorem 3.5, 
Y, is such a projective minimum if X is semiregular. Furt:lermore, if Y’ . 
is a projective minimum or a projective minimal element in the &iso- 
morphism class containing Y, then the topology of Y, is coarser than 
the topology of Y’. 
L;t Y be a~1 extension of X, and :et Y, be the strict extension of X 
with neighborhood filter trace of {0X: x E X} u {Cl{: y E Y \X), 
where O[ is the open filter on X generated by tl-ie regular-open sets of 
hus, (oU: UopeninX}, whereoU=UU{_vE Y\X: UfO,Y}, 
rms an open basis for the topology of YO. Clearly, the topology of Y0 
is coarser than the topology of Y’+. 
eorem 3.7. .Ff Y E 81, then Y,, described above, is a projective ml’&- 
wal elemeri t irj the b-isomorphism cfass con tainirzg Y. 
Proof. First we sho\N that Y0 is an element of the 0-isomorphi!sm class 
containin Y. Since the topology ot Y, is generated by the basis 
(int, cly (V): V open in Y} and since inty ~1,~ (V) = o(int, clx(V 1”2r X)) 
by 1. Niii), the topology of Ys is coarser than the topology of Y0 and 
O&z (3; for y E Y \ X. Since Ys is liausdorff [ 5, p. 1381, YO is also 
Hausdorff. But the topology of YO is coarser than the topology of the 
H-closed space Y+; SC YO is H-closed and Y, E 5X. By Theorem 3.5, Yo 
is an element of the O-isomorphism class containing Y. That YO is a 
projective minimal elemen follows from the facts that 
y E Y\ X, and the topology of YS is coarser thaws 
element in the Gomorphism cfass containi 
One of the reasons that the projective 
irem 3.7 is not necessarily a projective mini 
not be open in Y# for some open U in X, as Fhown by 
ample. 
denote the set of ra 
be a dense subspace 
Y and YO are not comparable. 
Since the 8-isomer GlilSS Of the SpilCe Y in xample 3.8 contains 
no projective minimum element, Y and Y. are not S-equivalent even 
thotigh they are &isomorph 
omit3 extensions 
In [ 61, Flachsmeyer has given an “external” necessary and sufficient 
condition for the Kat&ov and Fomin extensions of a Hausdorff space 
to be isomorphic - Hausdorff space, then K X = OX iff K X \ X is 
is section, an “internal” necessary and sufficient condition 
is given after 41 emma. Recall that a 
rrzos~ H-cl!Osecd 
one of them is 
space X is shown to be a one-point extension iff 
Let X be a Hawdorff space and A 
s at most one point. 
(o(A) is relative to KX) is at most one 
vo ta kc; dosed extensions / 223 
left tc> the reader, 
hen 0X \ X = {j; . . . , yn ) by [ 15, Theorem 121” 
r 1 < i G 11, such that Vi n YT; 
is almost H-closed. Let V. z X \ 
i G rm, clKx( Vo) C, X. Hence cIx( Vo) = 
) is a kite cover of t. Emost 
& A;, where A i is almost 
y Jdemma 4.1 (i), tiX \ x is finite,, and KX = ox by 16, Theorem 121. 
rollary 4.3. If X i.s a Hausdorff ,s*ppace and 
le proof fo!lows from the fact that 
-closed [ 1 f , Corollary 3.61. 
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